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The emission of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) is usually thought to
depend on species-specific emission capacities that vary with seasonal and phenological
conditions. Actual—so called constitutive—emissions are then calculated from prevailing
temperature and radiation. However, various abiotic and biotic stressors such as ozone,
extreme radiation and temperature conditions, as well as wounding e.g., from insect
feeding, can lead to de-novo emissions of stress-induced BVOCs (sBVOCs) that may
excel constitutive emissions by more than an order of magnitude. These emissions
often have a considerable different compound composition and are short-lived but can
prolong under continuous stress for quite some time. Thus, they may easily have a
large impact on overall regional BVOC emissions. However, sBVOCs are generally not
considered in models since up to date no consistent mechanism has been proposed.
This manuscript suggests a new mechanism based on the finding that sBVOCs
originate from a handful of biosynthetic pathways which synthesize compounds in the
groups of monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, and green leave volatiles, as well as methyl
salicylate, ethanol/acetaldehyde, methanol/formaldehyde, and acetone. Isoprene is also
considered but since it is often constitutively emitted, the specific role of stress induction
is difficult to determine for this compound. A function is proposed that describes the
production of all de-novo sBVOCs sufficiently well and scales with stress intensity. It
is hypothesized that the response delay and the form of the function is specific for
the production pathway and valid for ozone as well as wounding (herbivory) induced
stress. Model parameters are then derived from pooled literature data based on a metaanalysis of suitable induction-response measurements of different plant species. The
overall emission amount derives from the intensity and frequency of the stress impulse.
We present a number of literature studies that are used to parameterize the new model as
well as a selection of evaluations for single- and multiple-stress inductions. Furthermore,
coupling and interaction with constitutive emission models as well as limitations and
possible further developments are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

fact, many of the volatile terpenes that serve as antioxidative
defenses, are also non-specific toxins active against a wide
range of organisms (bacteria, fungi, plants, and animals) (Meena
et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the large variety of the emitted
compounds and the species-specific as well as stress-specific
emission intensity results in a multitude of different possible
blends (Kravitz et al., 2016).
Numerous structurally quite different molecules can be
produced but oxygenated VOCs, and more specifically green
leaf volatiles (GLVs), constitute a general element in most
blends of induced emissions, in particular aldehydes, alcohols
and acetates (Blande et al., 2014). The emission is generally
proportional to the extent of wounding (Mithöfer et al., 2005;
Niinemets et al., 2013; Portillo-Estrada et al., 2015) and occurs
in attached or detached leaves. Other relevant sBVOCs are
the C11 homoterpene dimethyl-nonatriene (DMNT) and the
volatile benzoid methyl salicylate (MeSA). Emissions of DMNT
have often been found in response to herbivore attack (e.g.,
Vuorinen et al., 2004b; Ibrahim et al., 2008; Tholl et al., 2011;
Copolovici et al., 2014) but also as a response to ozone (Behnke
et al., 2009; Carriero et al., 2016). Similarly, MeSA is often
associated with ozone responses (e.g., Hartikainen et al., 2012;
Cardoso-Gustavson et al., 2014; Li et al., 2017; Bison et al., 2018)
but is similarly common in herbivore induced emission blends
(Vuorinen et al., 2007; Kigathi et al., 2009). Since isoprene and
terpenoids help to mitigate any kind of membrane damage, their
production may be induced or upregulated in response to abiotic
as well as biotic stress (Litvak et al., 1999; Prieme et al., 2000;
Brilli et al., 2011; Achotegui-Castells et al., 2013; Faiola et al.,
2015; Semiz et al., 2017; Kanagendran et al., 2018b; Visakorpi
et al., 2018) but may also been downregulated in favor of GLVs
(Brilli et al., 2009; Copolovici et al., 2017). The up-regulation
of terpenoids have been found to increase the emissions by
a factor of ∼10–20 in response to needle damages of feeding
insects (Ghimire et al., 2017) as well as to bark beetle infestations
(Amin et al., 2012, 2013).
Similar to constitutive emissions, induced compounds may be
de-novo produced or released from storages when the diffusive
resistance is decreased by wounding of any kind. In some plant
species, storages in specific tissues occur from which volatiles
can be released that reduce the attractiveness of tissues for
herbivores and protect wounds from getting infected by microbes
and fungi. As far as we know, not all stored compounds but
only monoterpenes are released from such storages (Litvak and
Monson, 1998; Clancy et al., 2016), possibly because of their
antibiotic properties (e.g., Michelozzi, 1999). Therefore, most
induced BVOCs are directly emitted after production but a
clear differentiation between emissions from storages and denovo production cannot be given, except if the emissions are
directly related to increased resin flow (Baier et al., 2002; Eller
et al., 2013). It should be noted that wounding includes cutting
which is a widespread management activity in grasslands and
forests. In fact, it is known that grasslands and pastures do
release high amounts of GLVs after cutting which origin from
de-novo production, in particular alcohols (Karl et al., 2001;
Warneke et al., 2002; Davison et al., 2008). Therefore, it has been
hypothesized that the large transient fluxes caused by cutting

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are important precursors
for the formation of tropospheric ozone and secondary aerosols
(Shallcross and Monks, 2000; Atkinson and Arey, 2003).
Excessively high ozone concentrations in the lower atmosphere
are representing a considerable threat to human health, causing
yield losses in agriculture and forestry, and reduce carbon
sequestration as well as other ecosystem services (Wilkinson
et al., 2012; Lombardozzi et al., 2015; Silva et al., 2017). Secondary
aerosols or fine and ultrafine particles are also causing pulmonary
diseases, directly affect the radiation regime of the atmosphere,
and are important cloud condensation nuclei (Riipinen et al.,
2012; Shrivastava et al., 2017). A considerable share of VOCs
originates from biogenic emissions (BVOCs) (Laothawornkitkul
et al., 2009). Therefore, in order to evaluate the most efficient
air pollution reduction strategies, it is important to know the
quantity and composition of BVOC emissions from different
plant sources and thus their spatial and temporal distribution.
BVOC emissions have been studied since the late 1980’s and
relationships between some main compounds and environmental
conditions have been quantified for many plant species.
This led to the general distinction between constitutive and
induced emissions, assuming continuously developing boundary
conditions to drive the first, and oxidative and mechanical
stress to trigger the second (Litvak and Monson, 1998; Brilli
et al., 2009; Ali et al., 2011; Joo et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2016;
Copolovici et al., 2017). Constitutive emissions are described
based on genetically determined emission potentials and the
ability to form compound-specific VOC storages in different
types of plant tissues and organs. Various environmental
conditions are responsible for the expression of this speciesspecific potential, from which temperature and radiation are the
most important ones, both for short- and longer-term impacts.
Water availability affects BVOC emission directly and indirectly
and may act in different directions dependent on stress severity.
CO2 and nutrient availability do also change BVOC emission
intensity but possible connections to production pathways are
numerous and the exact mechanism is yet not fully elucidated
(Grote et al., 2013).
In contrast, BVOC emissions may also occur as responses
to specific stressors. Such stressors can be oxidative stress
originating from excessive light, temperature and air pollutants,
or mechanical stress such as biting, sucking, cutting, or wounding
including abrasion due to wind movement (Haase et al., 2011)
and membrane damages due to freeze/thaw cycles (Fall et al.,
2001). Although the drivers can be abiotic or biotic, the plant
internal signal cascades and thus the responses of plants are
often similar (Iriti and Faoro, 2009). One of the reasons for
this surprising fact is that the kind of provoked damages are
often the same, i.e., destroyed or impaired membrane functions
which causes changes in plasma trans-membrane potential
and cytosolic Ca2+ concentration (Dicke and Baldwin, 2010).
Another reason may be that the same substances that are used
for repair of and protection against oxidative stress also serve
for signaling in order to repel parasites or attract enemies
of herbivores (Cape, 2008; Loreto and Schnitzler, 2010). In
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Ei being the emission rate for the compound “I”, Fdel and Fbr
are parameters that define the delay of the exponential increase
with time and the broadness of the function, respectively. Fsc
is a species- and compound-specific scaling parameter that
describes the maximum response per unit stress, and NSE
is the number of stress events during a time interval (t-t0 ).
This implies that the emission response scales linearly with the
experienced stress severity, which is an assumption that holds
some pitfalls. Regarding ozone, Carriero et al. (2016) indeed
describe a weak linear response of induced emissions. However,
the response should be related to ozone uptake (Li et al., 2017)
while there is not always a linear relation between uptake and
ozone exposure. Thus, responses to exposure might change
for example with stomatal acclimation or damage. Emission in
response to herbivore damage is linearly related to damaged
tissue (e.g., Niinemets et al., 2013) and an increasing number
of individuals should be related to NSE, while differences in
stress intensity—that might be related to the different kind of
damages (such as sucking and biting)—are difficult to determine
yet. The responsiveness of the function to changes of parameters
is demonstrated in Figure 1 (with Fsc set to 1 in all simulations).
It demonstrates that small Fbr values result in left-skewed
distributions that develop to into Gaussian distributions and
increase their width when increasing. Fdel shifts the whole
distribution to the right, accounting for response delays that
occur in particular when emitted compounds need to be denovo synthesized.
We assume that specific compounds are always produced in a
similar way, respectively by a specific synthesis pathway, which
enables representing the dynamics of this pathway generaly
and refrain from species-specific parameterization. Thereby
we differentiate between 12 compounds that are produced
from 7 pathways (Figure 2). The indications of pathways are
based on previous publications (Pare and Tumlinson, 1997;
Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999; Laothawornkitkul et al., 2009;
Loreto and Schnitzler, 2010; Schnitzler et al., 2010; Tholl et al.,
2011; Dudareva et al., 2013; McCormick et al., 2014b). If this
assumption holds, the production of sBVOC emissions can be
described with compound-specific emission parameters and the

could be in the same order of magnitude as constitutive emissions
from undisturbed pasture. Considering induced emissions thus
would virtually double emission estimates from these ecosystems
(Kirstine et al., 1998). Forest harvests and thinning are by
definition much less frequent. Nevertheless, a thinning of half the
trees in a Scots pine forests has triggered a monoterpene release
from wounded tissue that was 40 times the constitutive emission
rate (Schade and Goldstein, 2003).
Induced emissions from abiotic as well as biotic disturbances
can thus be considered as extremely important as they can
increase short- and medium term BVOC fluxes by at least
one order of magnitude. They also have a different blend
than emissions in undisturbed conditions. Nevertheless, there is
currently no relationship implemented in emission models that
account for induced emissions in response to air pollution, insect
gradations, or mechanical disturbances although this issue has
been recognized as important (Arneth and Niinemets, 2010).
The only approach that we are aware of uses experimentally
determined relations between stress-induced and constitutive
emissions to quantify the impact of spruce aphids in the
field (Bergström et al., 2014). A general model that relates
induced emissions to stress severity and intensity is thus still
missing. We therefore suggest a globally applicable approach
that describes induced emission strength directly in dependence
on environment and can be parameterized for different species.
We hypothesize that all compounds synthesized by a specific
pathway have the same dynamics (delay time between stress and
emission and duration of emission after a single stress event)
and only stress sensitivity depends on species. This enables to
pool normalized data from various compounds and species for
parametrization. We thus use experimental data obtained from
a meta-analysis investigating ozone as well as herbivore-induced
BVOC emission pattern. The new algorithm is then applied on
three independent data sets that either use ozone or herbivores
as stressors over a defined time period so that simulated and
measured emissions could be compared for different compound
emissions over the course of several days.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
AND PARAMETERIZATION
Due to a lack of clear indication of storage-related induced
emissions and in order to keep the approach simple, we
only consider compound releases that originate from de-novo
synthesis. De-novo synthesis in response to wounding generally
occurs within very short time periods after the induction event
independent of the kind of induction. For example, maximum
emission rates of acetaldehyde were reached within minutes after
the start of the treatment (Portillo-Estrada et al., 2015). This type
of behavior is well-represented with the so-called Fraser-Suzuki
function (Equation 1) which has first been used to describe band
shapes (Fraser and Suzuki, 1969) and is still popular for the
representation of chemical responses (Stankovic et al., 2018).

Ei = e


−

ln(2)
Fdeli 2

 
2 
Fdeli (t−t0 )
ln
Fbr
i

Ei ′ = Ei Fsc NSE
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FIGURE 1 | Sensitivity of the Fraser-Suzuki function to changes in the
parameters. The unit of time is not specific but a reasonable order of
magnitude would be hours for the distributions shown.

(1a)
(1b)
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FIGURE 2 | Biosynthetic pathways of the major compounds that are emitted from induction (numbered 1–7). The potentially emitted compounds are indicated in bold
letters from which those that are investigated here are underlined. Pathways that comprise several intermediate products are shown in red. (abbreviations: PEP,
phenolenolpyruvate; GAP, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; MeSA, methyl salicylate; IPP, isopentenyl diphosphate; G(G)PP, geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate; DMAPP,
dimethylallyl pyrophosphate; FPP, farnesyl pyrophosphate; DMNT, (E)-4,8-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene; GLVs, green leaf volatiles; MeJA, methyl jasmonate). Despite
their common components, the methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) and the mevalonate pathway (MVP) are distinguished because they are occurring in the plastids and
in the cytosol, respectively.

intensity of the response is simply scaled with the parameter Fsc,
including the option to be set to 0 in case a specific compound
emission is below the detection threshold.
In order to parameterize the emission pattern of the different
compounds we have collected data from 11 studies that are
providing response patterns for 9 of the 12 compounds (MeSA,
monoterpenes, DMNT, sesquiterpenes, GLVs, acetaldehyde,
acetone, and methanol) from all of the seven pathways.
From these studies, five use ozone as the inducing abiotic
stress (Beauchamp et al., 2005; Behnke et al., 2009; Pazouki
et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Acton et al., 2018), six others
apply biotic stressors and one both (Kanagendran et al.,
2018b). From the abiotic stress experiments, two have exposed
experimental plants to real insects (Mengistu et al., 2014; YliPirilä et al., 2016), while four studies use mechanical wounding
(Brilli et al., 2011; Erb et al., 2015; Portillo-Estrada et al.,
2015; Kanagendran et al., 2018b) and two studies applied
methyl-jasmonate (Faiola et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2017) to
mimic herbivory. Data are extracted from the literature either
directly using the Engauge digitizer 10.11 software or from
presented graphs by determining the turning points of emission
developments. These data have been normalized for stress
intensity (setting the largest obtained emission rate as 1)
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and parameters of Equation 1 are defined for each of the
investigated 9 compounds (using the solver tool in Excel,
Microsoft Cooperation).
During the exploration of the data, we noticed that several
compounds typically exhibit a bimodal emission pattern to one
single stress event, i.e., monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, GLVs, and
methanol. The pattern is characterized by a fast response that
peaks within the first 30 min after stress induction and is quickly
fading thereafter. In parallel and without any further stress event,
a slower response builds up within 5–15 h which needs ∼1–2
days to fade out. However, the pattern has not been observed in
all investigations which might partly be related to methods that
are too coarse to detect such fast responses (Behnke et al., 2009;
Pazouki et al., 2016; Acton et al., 2018; Kanagendran et al., 2018a).
In these cases, normally only the second peak is described in the
publication. We considered the bimodal pattern by introducing a
second emission term into Equation 1b:

Ej ′ = Efast_j Fscfast_j
′


+ Eslow_j Fscslow_j EAj ′ NSE

EAj = EA + α − µEA

4

(2a)
(2b)
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Efast and Eslow are calculated according to equation 1a with
separately derived parameters for delay and broadness (Fdel, Fbr)
(see Table 1). The indicator “j” represents the six compounds for
which this differentiation is used (monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes,
GLVs, MeSA, methanol, and DMNT). It should be noted,
however, that only for monoterpenes, GLVs, and methanol
(only in ozone-induced emissions) this pattern has actually
observed simultaneously in one or more of the datasets. For
sesquiterpenes, fast and slow responses originate from different
datasets: for MeSA and DMNT only the slow response is
backed by experimental data, and regarding DMNT the data
are from one experimental source only (Behnke et al., 2009).
While no short-term response has been recorded, the similarity
of the response to that of methanol let us assume that a fast
response might have occurred but gone unnoticed since the first
measurements have been carried out after 3 h. Similarly, the
currently used data sets for MeSA emissions seem to indicate
that a fast induction response is minor or non-existent but other
studies report strongly increased emissions only 1 h after stress
exposure (Filella et al., 2006). Therefore, we decided to assume
a short term response for both of these compounds too. The
remaining three compounds show only fast responses derived
from one single observation each, although a slow response
cannot be excluded since the measurement might not have
been long enough. Simulated mono- and bimodal responses for
all investigated compound groups are presented in Figure 3,
distinguished into data from herbivory and ozone stressed plants.
While the fast emission term is assumed to rely on available
precursors, the slow emission term represents the intermediates
supply from biosynthesis pathways that requires enzymatic
reactions. Enzyme activity (EA) is regulated on biochemical level
by fast activation/deactivation and on a protein level requiring a
gene expression and respective protein biosynthesis. To represent
the development of EA we assume a protein synthesis rate (α)
that linearly increases enzyme activity during the period where
stress events occur and a constant protein decomposition rate
(µ). Both parameters are given per unit of time (e.g., 1 h). This
approach is similar to the one developed for the build-up of

isoprene synthase activity (Lehning et al., 2001) although widely
simplified since no temperature dependency is implemented so
far. Two further restrictions to the enzyme production term are
applied: First, enzyme formation only starts after a threshold time
period (Td) that accounts for a delay between stress application
and signal recognition and processing. Again, we assume that
this threshold period is compound specific and does not change
with species or stress type. Second, while protein degradation is
independent of the diurnal cycle, biosynthesis of the compounds
only occurs in the model during the light phase, assuming that the
biochemical precursors need to be supplied from photosynthetic
intermediates and not from storages. The parameters Td, α, µ
for all compounds as derived from experiments where stress was
applied over a certain period of time (not as pulse) and which
prolonged over several days (see below), are given in Table 1.

EVALUATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the derived and parameterized function,
we used three literature sources that provide emission responses
to 5 h of ozone fumigation (Heiden et al., 1999) or 1.5–2
days of herbivore exposure (Ghirardo et al., 2012; McCormick
et al., 2014a). Emissions of selective GLVs, monoterpenes, and
sesquiterpenes were calculated before, during and after the
respective induction signal that prolonged during a certain
period (from the green to the red arrows in Figures 4–6). Since
emissions from one signal are not faded out before the next signal
occurs, emissions at a particular point in time may originate from
several induction events if these events occur in shorter time
intervals than complete fading is achieved. The overall emission
strength is scaled with the Fsc parameter that is linearly related
to a specific induction interval. The examples presented are
simulated for a time interval of 1 h, a time resolution frequently
used by mechanistic models. Since GLVs and monoterpene
emissions were also observed before stress induction, these
compounds are assumed to be emitted also constitutively. This
fraction has therefore been separately calculated using Equation
1 and has been added into the sum of total emission displayed
in Figures 4, 5. Parameters for control emissions are adjusted
to measurements and are: Fdel 1.5, Fbr 20, Fsc for GLV: 50, Fsc
for MONO: 30 (Figure 4), 2 (Figure 5). Note that the broadness
parameter is relatively large, leading to a function maximum
toward the end of the day. The driver (t-t0 ) is the daytime
since sunrise and the emission is set to 0 during dark hours,
reflecting the assumption that control emissions are directly
related to photosynthesis. It should also be noted that parameters
for enzyme kinetics (Td, α, µ) are not parameterized separately
for each evaluation data set but are set independent from the
plant species or the kind of stress.

TABLE 1 | Parameter values for Equations (1) and (2) as estimated for different
inducible compounds from published studies.
Fast
Fdel

Fbr

Slow
Fdel

Fbr

Td (h)

α
(h−1 )

µ
(h−1 )

Acetaldehyde

0.7

0.02

–

–

–

–

–

Acetone

0.7

0.28

–

–

–

–

–

DMNT

1.0

0.7

0.4

4.0

6.0

0.3

0.3

GLVs

0.3

0.7

0.5

3.0

2.0

0.2

0.2

Isoprene

0.7

0.025

–

–

–

–

–

Methanol

0.7

0.8

0.55

5.0

nv

nv

nv

MeSA

0.8

0.8

0.5

3.0

7.0

0.2

0.4

Monoterpenes

1.4

1.0

0.7

3.0

6.0

0.5

0.25

Sesquiterpenes

1.0

0.7

0.45

3.5

8.0

0.2

0.2

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Despite a rather huge number of investigations regarding
induced BVOCs, still only few data are available providing
high resolution continuous measurements for the main emission
types and compounds. Thus, our meta-analysis sometimes only

nv, not validated and indicates that no data were available to define the dynamic properties
of the slow response of induced emissions.
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FIGURE 3 | Normalized temporal development of emissions in response to induced ozone (blue dots) and herbivory (green dots) stress as derived from 13
publications (5 for ozone, 7 for herbivory, and one for both). Lines are representing simulated transients of emissions. In case of bi-model developments, the single
representations for slow and fast responses are separately normalized as indicated with broken lines. Compounds are sorted according to response time. It should be
noted that the last row is given in a different temporal scale than the rows above. See text for literature sources.

yielded one or few datasets per compound group that not
always covered a period necessary to determine short- as
well as long-term responses. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
note that the general pattern of immediate responses that are
fueled by existing biochemical precursors in combination with
responses that develop and decompose on an hourly time scale
as proposed by Jiang et al. (2017) is persistent throughout the
investigated plant species. It also seems to apply for ozone as
well as herbivory-induced stress which supports the view that
plant stress which reduces primary production simultaneously
enhances secondary metabolic pathways (Iriti and Faoro, 2009)
and that responses may have developed due to adaptive coevolution (Vuorinen et al., 2004a). However, plant species might
still only display either immediate or slow responses and specific

Frontiers in Forests and Global Change | www.frontiersin.org

volatile compounds within one compound group seem to show a
rather large variability regarding reaction speed and decay of the
emission rates. Accordingly, the data base for parameterization
and possible further differentiation of compound groups should
be elaborated when new data will become available. The precision
of modeling might also be increased if the intensity of the stress
events could be normalized, which particularly relates to methyljasmonate treatments where the induction is supposed to start
at the time of spraying while the arrival time at sensitive sites
in the leaves and the actually effective dose is not defined (Jiang
et al., 2017). Similar, ozone treatments might differ in their
effectiveness depending whether the ozone dose induces an acute
or chronic response and on the physiological state of the plant, in
particular regarding uptake resistance of stomata and mesophyll.
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FIGURE 4 | Simulated and measured emissions of (from the top to the bottom) α-pinene, β-caryophyllene, DMNT, and the GLV hexenyl acetate which are typical
representatives for the indicated emission types. Data are taken from McCormick et al. (2014a) measured at young poplar trees (Populus nigra) exposed to gypsy
moth larvae (Lymantria dispar). Shaded areas denote dark periods without de-novo biosynthesis; green arrows show the start of the exposure to larvae and red
arrows the end of larvae feeding. Indicated scaling parameters are given for 1-h induction cycles; for other parameters see text and Table 1.
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FIGURE 5 | Simulated and measured emissions of (from the top to the bottom) pooled monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes, as well as of MeSA and DMNT for plants
that are susceptible (gray lines and open symbols) and tolerant (black lines and closed symbols) to caterpillar feeding. Data are taken from Ghirardo et al. (2012)
measured on young oak seedlings (Quercus robur) exposed to larvae of Tortrix viridana. Shaded areas denote dark periods without de-novo biosynthesis; green
arrows show the start of the larvae exposure and red arrows the end of larvae feeding. Indicated scaling parameters are given for 1-h induction cycles; for other
parameters see Table 1.
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FIGURE 6 | Simulated and measured emissions of the sesquiterpene valencene (top) and MeSA (bottom) for susceptible (gray lines and open symbols) and stress
tolerant variants (black lines and closed symbols). Data are taken from Heiden et al. (1999) measured at tobacco plants (Nicotiana tabacum) exposed to ozone.
Shaded areas denote dark periods without de-novo biosynthesis; green arrows show the start and red arrows the end of the fumigation. Indicated scaling parameters
are given for 1-h induction cycles; for other parameters see Table 1.

and stress abundance. In case of herbivore damage, the situation
is more complicated since the leaf area is dynamically reduced
during feeding, an effect that has to be considered during
extended disturbance events. Also, the number of herbivores are
difficult to estimate and develop dynamically, requiring a separate
model approach (Pitt et al., 2007; Trnka et al., 2007; Pinkard et al.,
2010; Battaglia et al., 2011).
It should be noted that the assumption of a constant
effectiveness of induced emissions so that emission responses
scale with stress severity might not always hold. This is
because a continuous stress can trigger an adjustment of the
plant so that the sensitivity to the stress decreases with time
(Achotegui-Castells et al., 2015). The adjustment might include
increased uptake resistances for air pollution or the production of
compounds that are difficult to digest by herbivores. In addition,
also BVOCs, i.e., mono- and sesquiterpenes can reduce the
effectiveness of induced stressors as they can detoxify ozone
already within the leaf (Vickers et al., 2009) and might directly
repel herbivores or indirectly reduce their impact by attracting
predators (Meena et al., 2017; Turlings and Erb, 2018). In

The latter point indicates a general link to ecosystem models
since uptake resistance certainly depends on drought stress—an
issue that often coincides with high ozone episodes as well as
herbivore abundance.
Simple assumptions about the kinetics of enzyme formation
and degradation with time only differentiating between nightand day-time dynamics enabled scaling of emission responses
over several days. Simulations using the same parameters per
emission type were in good accordance with measurements,
independent from the kind of stress (caterpillar feeding or
ozone fumigation). Remaining differences indicate that enzyme
biosynthesis and hence the increase in biosynthetic capacity also
occurs during nighttime explaining the start of slow-response
emissions even before the light is switched on again (Heiden
et al., 1999; Ghirardo et al., 2012). Also, the applied 1-h time step
showed to lead to small oscillations of emissions originating from
fast responses, indicating that a higher temporal resolution would
be preferable. Nevertheless, the presented scaling procedure
provides a mechanistic basis for further emission estimations
at the stand- or ecosystem scale, considering total foliage area
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general, very strong or prolonged induction is also likely to
pose a feedback to stress-induced emissions since it decreases
the amount of emitting tissue (i.e., by herbivore feeding) and
damages the photosynthetic process (i.e., due to ozone) thus
leading to supply limitation (Visakorpi et al., 2018). Such
limitation may also be triggered by other stressors such as
drought as has been demonstrated in a field study by Scott et al.
(2019). In this case, specific site conditions and plant behavior
would need to be considered for whole-ecosystem estimations.
We also acknowledge that an explicit dependence on
temperature could serve the general applicability of the approach.
It is obvious that the speed of biosynthesis and thus in
particular the slow-response term should depend on this impact.
However, available data and the practice to keep temperatures
constant during experiments to concentrate on the exposure
effect didn’t allow to incorporate the temperature effect yet.
The suggested model for sBVOC emissions is based on simple
assumptions regarding the emission behavior of the most
common compounds but also accounts for species-specific
differences in stress sensitivity as well as stress severity and
duration. It can be applied in addition to simulating constitutive
emission without necessary interactions. Therefore in can easily
be combined with temperature and light dependent models
(Guenther, 1999; Niinemets et al., 1999; Monson et al., 2012;
Grote et al., 2014). Consistency could be assured simply by using
leaf area or biomass for scaling in both approaches. Coupled to
ecosystem models, the approach could contribute to an improved
ability to estimate climate change impacts on air chemistry by
considering the secondary effects that originate from increased
insect aggregations (Seidl et al., 2017) and ozone concentrations
(Sicard et al., 2017).
The proposed model describes emission responses to
oxidative and wounding stress by compound and stress severity.
In addition, the strength of emission response seems to be
species-specific although a comparison of experimental results
is hampered due to different stress intensities applied. If it is
assumed that the parameterization is independent of further
environmental conditions and that stress intensity could be
generally defined (e.g., as feeding intensity of one insect

per time period), it should be possible to scale modeled
emissions to the ecosystem level (e.g., based on estimates
of insect number and activity). Such an endeavor, however,
demands for future experiments with relevant plant species
and insect-plant combinations as well as for large-scale field
measurements for evaluation. For evaluation purposes, further
processes such as the dynamic development of stress needs
to be considered. This might be more easy for stress related
to air pollution than to insect abundance and development,
the latter requiring dynamic gradation models (Nedorezov and
Sadykova, 2015). In addition, likely physiological adaptations
or increased resource competition of herbivores might render
the assumption of a linear stress-response relation invalid,
which demands for further model refinements. Nevertheless,
we suppose that despite these challenges the model could
eventually contribute to the determination of full BVOC
emission inventories.
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